The following activities and courses are available to you and your family during your Camp Getaway. Each one-hour session will be led by a knowledgeable Camp Friedenswald guide, Amy Huser or Skye McKinnell. Cost = $40 per activity. Indicate your interest on your inquiry form.

Special health & safety precautions: Staff and participants will wear masks throughout the duration of the activity while maintaining a minimum of 6’ physical distance outdoors. You elect whether or not another cabin/family will join you. We will not combine you with another group.

**Guided nature activities**

**Rare habitats and wild edibles hike** - Learn about the habitats present at Camp Friedenswald, and the way one of them, a prairie fen, hosts the federally endangered Mitchell’s satyr butterfly. Learn to know (and taste!) some edible plants growing naturally in our peaceful woods.

**Night hike** - Experience the beauty of the night and some special characteristics about energy and the dark.

**Geology and soils exploration** – Find out more about the way rocks and soil tell us about the history and ecology of a place. Conduct an experiment on the different types of soils found here at Camp.

**Aquatic small world exploration** – Dip for macroinvertebrates in the fen, learn about the crucial role they play in the ecosystem, and use your findings to determine the quality of the water here at Camp.

**Guided canoeing session** - Confused by the C stroke? J stroke? Sign up for this session to learn all about canoes before going on your own canoeing adventure!

**Archery** - Take your aim and have fun practicing the art of archery!

**Fire building** - Discuss fire and energy and learn to build your own fire with flint and steel. Enjoy s’mores cooked over the fire to celebrate!
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